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Abstract The blind signature scheme permits the user to acquire a signature from the
signer; however, the message and the final signature are unknown to the signer. In a partially
blind signature (PBS) scheme, the signer can explicitly incorporate a common information
in the signature based on some agreement with the user and without violating the blind-
ness property. Many PBS schemes have been proposed recently either by using certificate
authority-based public infrastructure (CA-PKI) or pairing along with map-to-point function.
The CA-PKI-based PBS scheme needs huge computation and storage to keep public keys
and certificates. On the other hand, pairing and map-to-point function are costly operations.
Thus, the ID-PBS scheme without pairing is more appropriate for real environments, and an
efficient pairing-free ID-PBS scheme is proposed in this paper. In the random oracle model,
our scheme is analyzed to be provably secure. The proposed scheme is used to design an
online e-cash system, in which a bank agrees on a common piece of information with a cus-
tomer and can blindly sign some messages. It may be noted that our e-cash system has the
properties of unforgeability, unlinkability, and non-deniability and can prevent the double-
spending of e-cash.

Keywords Identity-based cryptosystem · Elliptic curve · Bilinear pairings · Partially blind
signature · Electronic cash · Double-spending

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of network technologies, e-commerce gains increasing demand due
to its many applications such as electronic payment, electronic funds transfer, financial elec-
tronic data exchange, supply chain management, internet marketing, inventory management
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systems, automated data collection system, etc. There are different types of electronic pay-
ment systems such as (1) online credit card payment [1], [2] (2) smartcard-based electronic
payment [3], (3) electronic cheque (e-cheque) [4], [5], (4) e-cash system [6], [7], [8] have
been proposed. Nowadays e-cash system becomes more and more popular because it can
ensure the privacy of customers, the risk of customer identity theft and customer fraud in
various electronic transactions [9]. However, the efficient implementation of an e-cash sys-
tem is still an important issue in the electronic commerce research area. To design an effi-
cient e-cash system, Chaum [10] firstly proposed the notion of blind signature scheme that
allows a user to acquire a signature from the signer on a message. However, the content
of the message and the final blind signature are not known to the signer. In general, e-cash
system can be categorized as (1) online e-cash system [6], [8], [11], [13], [12], [14], [15],
[16] and (2) offline e-cash system [7], [11], [12], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24],
[25], [26], [27], [28].

In general, e-cash model consists of three entities like a bank, a customer and a mer-
chant, and requires following protocols for opening an account, bank registration, e-cash
withdrawl, e-cash payment and e-cash deposit. To acquire some goods or service from a
merchant, the user first withdraws an e-cash from the bank and then handover to the mer-
chant. Finally, the merchant verifies the e-cash and deposit it to the bank. After validating
the e-cash, the bank credited merchant’s account. One of the most important properties of
any e-cash system is the prevention of double-spending. Since e-cash is digital data, which
can be copied easily and thus it may be spent more than one time either by dishonest cus-
tomer or merchant. In an online e-cash scheme, payment and deposit steps took place in
a single transaction i.e., the e-cash is checked by the bank during payment and thus, the
bank stays online in each transaction and to prevent the double-spending of e-cash, the mer-
chant must confer with the bank before accepting any e-cash. In case of offline system, bank
stays offline and the merchant accepts an e-cash anonymously from the customer, and later
the bank checks the validity of e-cash. Subsequently, the bank has applied some efficient
mechanism that can identify the double-spending of e-cash. In addition, the bank verifies
the e-cash after the transaction, so the risk of double-spending is very high in offline system.
Thus, the offline e-cash is suitable for payment systems that includes transaction with small
amounts, however, for applications involving large payment amounts, the online e-cash is
more suitable. In this article, we will construct a robust and efficient online e-cash system
for payment of any amounts.

As we know, customer anonymity is of great importance in e-cash [8], [14], so the
blind signature [29], [30], which hides customer identity, can play an important role in this
application. For e-cash system, anonymity ensures that the bank and the merchant cannot
trace the customer from the e-cash spent previously. Although the blind signature achieves
the property of blindness, anonymity, verifiability and unforgebility, it cannot be applied
fully in e-cash system for real-life applications due to some limitations. Some of them are
given now. For different face value of e-cash, the bank must keep different private and public
key pairs as the customer provides the face value of e-cash. For this, the customer and
merchant includes the list of bank’s public keys in some electronic tokens. In addition, to
prevent the forgery of the double-spending of same e-cash, it is also required by a bank to
keep information about all previously spent e-cashes. Accordingly, the size of the bank’s
database increases over time. As the inclusion of face value, time, and expiration date of
e-cash are not possible in blind signature, therefore, the blind signatures are not suitable for
simple e-cash system.

Abe and Fujisaki [31] put forwarded the concept of partially blind signature (PBS)
scheme. In a PBS scheme, signer and user first negotiate a common information, which
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is to be included in the signature and then the user obtains a blind signature, which is con-
structed by the signer by signing a blinded message. The final partially blind signature ex-
plicitly includes some commonly agreed information, which are visible without violating
the blindness property. Therefore, PBS scheme removes the disadvantages of blind signa-
ture schemes such as (1) the bank is allowed to incorporate some common information like
expiration time, date, face value into each e-cash; (2) the signer and merchant are not re-
stricted to keep the list of bank’s public keys; and (3) the size of the bank’s database used to
store the e-cashes those has been spent previously would be limited in size over time.

1.1 Previous works

In 1983, Chaum [10] gave the definition of blind signature scheme since then many such
techniques are implemented in the literature by means of traditional CA-PKI or Shamir’s
[32] identity-based cryptosystem (IBC). Eslami and Talebi [7] proposed an untraceable of-
fline e-cash system using RSA-based blind signature under the assumptions that the dis-
crete logarithm problem (DLP) and integer factorization problem (IFP) are intractable in a
large cyclic group of prime order. Their scheme can exchange the old e-cash into new ones
by adopting a mechanism called an exchange protocol that can greatly reduce the bank’s
database. Also, their scheme employed ElGamal signature to prevent the double-spending
of e-cash. Based on the map-to-point (MTP) function and bilinear pairings, in 2005, Chow
et al. [33] first devised an identity-based partially blind signature (ID-PBS) scheme. Their
scheme is efficient and eliminates the public key certificate compared to other CA-PKI-
based PBS schemes. However, the scheme [33] requires some expensive computations to
be carried out by the users. Abe and Okamoto [34] gave the definition of formal security
of their scheme. Based on the hardness of the quadratic residue problem (QRP), Fan and
Lei [35] proposed a PBS scheme. Zhang et al.’s scheme [36] proposed another PBS scheme
using bilinear pairings.

Based on the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) and Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT),
in 2003, Huang and Chang [29] proposed a novel PBS scheme and they state that the scheme
gives required security and computation efficiency. Unfortunately, Zhang and Chen [37]
show that the scheme [29] cannot achieve the partial blindness property in which an ad-
versary can forge the signer’s signature by incorporating a forge blind factor and removing
the original blind factor. In 2008, Hu and Huang [38] constructed an ID-PBS scheme with
bilinear pairings and argued that is it provably secure against the random oracle model [39].
However, the forgery of Hu and Huang’ scheme [38] is possible as proven by Tseng et al.
[40]. Chen et al. [41] first proposed an ID-based restrictive PBS from bilinear pairings by
incorporating the advantages of PBS scheme and restrictive blind signature. Hu and Huang
[38] analyzed that the scheme [41] is insecure and it does not satisfy restrictiveness property
and double-spending. Lin et al. [23] proposed a provably secure self-certified PBS scheme
and a security model, and analyzed that it is secured in the designed model, but, Zhang and
Gao [42] analyzed that Lin et al.’s scheme [23] is weak insecure where an adversary can
create a forged signature on any message.

1.2 Our contributions

We have studied several blind signature or PBS schemes in the previous subsection, which
shows that the most of them are not applicable in e-cash system due to high computation
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costs [33], [34]. Also, some of the schemes do not meet the security criteria such double-
spending [38], [41], unforgebility [38], [40], partial blindness [37], [43], non-repudiation
[42], [44] of an e-cash system. In addition, for practical implementation, all of the afore-
mentioned schemes can be realized either by using CA-PKI-based cryptosystem or bilinear
pairings with a special hash function, called map-to-point function [63], [64], [65]. As we
know, CA-PKI-based PBS schemes need huge computation and storage costs to manage
the public keys and certificates. Also, the computational cost of the bilinear pairing and
the probabilistic map-to-point hash function is high compared to other cryptographic opera-
tions [45], [46], [47]. Thus, ID-PBS scheme without bilinear pairing requires less computa-
tion cost and easily implementable and none of such schemes proposed so far, the ID-PBS
scheme without bilinear pairings will be more appropriate for practical applications [63].

Recently, many secure and computation efficient pairing-free protocols have been pro-
posed in [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56]. Based on elliptic curve [63], [64],
[65] and Schnorr’s signature [57], in this paper, we proposed a pairing-free ID-PBS scheme.
From our analysis, one can observe that our scheme is robust and computation cost than
other PBS schemes. Our scheme is also provably secure in the random oracle model [39]
based on the infeasibility of elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. We then develop an
efficient and secure online e-cash system using the proposed pairing-free ID-PBS scheme,
which has real-life applications.

1.3 Outline of the paper

We organized the paper as follows. Section 2 provides basic information about the ellip-
tic curve group, computational problem and zero-knowledge protocol. In section 3, formal
definition of the ID-PBS scheme is given. The security properties of ID-PBS scheme are ad-
dressed in Section 4. Section 5 describes the proposed scheme and its analysis is presented
in Section 6. Based on our ID-PBS scheme, an efficient online e-cash system and its security
discussion are implemented in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 summarizes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Backgrounds of elliptic curve

Let E/Fp be a set over the prime field Fp, which consisting the point from the following
equation:

y2 mod p = (x3 + ax+ b) mod p (1)

where x, y, a, b ∈ Fp and (4a3 + 27b2) mod q 6= 0. We defined G = {(x, y) : x, y ∈
Fp and (x, y) ∈ E/Fp} ∪ {O}, is an additive cyclic group, where the point “O” served
as the identity element. The point “O” is known as “point at infinity” or “zero point”. A
brief discussion about the elliptic curve group properties [58], [59], [63], [64], [65] is given
below:

– Point addition. Let P , Q are two points on the curve (1), then P +Q = R, where the
line joining P and Q intersects the curve (1) at −R, and the reflection of it with respect
to the x-axis is the point R.
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– Point subtraction. IfQ = −P , then P +Q = P −P = O, the line joining P and−P
intersects the curve (1) at O.

– Point doubling. Point doubling is the addition of a point P on the curve (1) to itself to
obtain another point Q on (1). Let 2P = Q, the tangent line at P intersects the curve
(1) at −Q; reflection of it with respect to the x-axis is the point Q.

– Scalar point multiplication. We define the scalar point multiplication as kP = P +
P + · · ·+ P (k times), where k ∈ Z∗p is a scalar.

– Order of a point. We can say the point P has order n if nP = O, where n > 0 is the
smallest integer.

2.2 Cryptographic assumptions

Definition 1 (Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP)) Given 〈P , Q〉, it is
hard to output a such that Q = aP and a ∈R Z∗p . The probability that a polynomially
bounded algorithm A can solve the ECDLP is defined as SuccECDLP

A,G = Pr[A(P,Q) =
a : a ∈ Z∗p , Q = aP ].

Definition 2 (Elliptic curve discrete logarithm (ECDL) assumption) The success prob-
ability SuccECDLP

A,G is negligible for every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm A.

2.3 Zero-knowledge protocol based on ECDLP

In this section, we described the elliptic curve version of zero-knowledge protocol based
on ECDLP. It is used to prove to the Verifier that the Prover knows the secret x such that
Q = xP without revealing the secrecy of x to the Verifier. Initially, Prover and Verifier
agree on G over Fp and a generator P ∈ G. They both know Q ∈ G and Prover claims that
he knows x. He then runs the following four steps and if Verifier’s check in the forth step is
correct, then the Prover proofs to the Verifier that he knows the secret x.

– Prover selects r ∈R Z∗p , executes T = rP and delivers it to the Verifier.
– Verifier chooses c ∈R Z∗p and forwards it to the Prover.
– Prover executes s = r + cx (mod p) and delivers it to the Verifier.
– Verifier verifies that whether T = sP − cQ holds, i.e., sP − cQ = (r+ cx)P − cQ =
rP + cxP − cxP = rP = T .

2.4 Zero-knowledge test of elliptic curve discrete logarithm equality

Suppose that Prover knows two publicly known points P and Q of a group G that have
the same discrete logarithm x. The Prover argues that he knows x such that Y1 = xP and
Y2 = xQ and wants to prove the knowledge of this fact without revealing x. The Prover
and Verifier first agree on G over Fp and then execute the following procedure:

– Prover selects r ∈R Z∗p , performs T1 = rP and T2 = rQ, and then delivers (T1, T2)
to the Verifier.

– Verifier chooses c ∈R Z∗p and forwards it to the Prover.
– Prover calculates s = r + cx (mod p) and delivers it to the Verifier.
– Verifier examines whether sP − cY1 = (r + cx)P − cxP = rP + cxP − cxP =
rP = T1 and sQ− cY2 = (r + cx)Q− cxQ = rQ+ cxQ− cxQ = rQ = T2 hold.
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3 Definition of an ID-PBS scheme

The concept of the formal definition of PBS scheme is given by Abe and Okamoto [34],
where it is assumed that a signer and a user first agree on a common information ∆ (say)
that is composed of the information of the user and the signer. In real-life applications, ∆
may be calculated by both user and signer, while in some other situations the signer selects∆
and delivers it to the signer. The information∆ as a part of the signature σ (say) is computed
according to the information of the user and signer represented by ∆1 and ∆2, respectively.
For example, let us assume that ∆ is used to add a validity date to a signature, and in that
case,∆1 would hold the information that the user wants to have a signature with any validity
date, and on the other hand, ∆2 would hold the information that the signer does only sign
with a validity period for a week (say). Thus, ∆ would then hold the corresponding validity
date with the duration of one week. The definition of ID-PBS scheme is given below.

Definition 3 An ID-PBS scheme consists of the following four algorithms: Setup, Extract,
Issue and Verify whereas the Issue one composed of five algorithms, called Agree, Commit-
ment, Blind, Sign and Unblind.

– Setup: The PKG runs this probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm. The inputs of
this algorithm is the security parameter k ∈ Z+ and the output are the system’s param-
eter Ω, master private key msk and master public key mpk. The system’s parameter Ω
is publicly known, while msk is kept secret by PKG.

– Extract: The PKG executes this algorithm, which takes the system’s parameter Ω, an
identity IDi as input and returns the private/public key (di, Pi) as output. The PKG
deliver the private key di to the user IDi through a secure channel.

– Issue: Assume that the signer IDi issues a blind signature for the user without knowing
the original message. Now using this algorithm (by both user and signer) that takes a
message m ∈ {0, 1}∗, the system’s parameter Ω, and (IDi, di, Ppub,∆) as input and
outputs the signature σ in the following way:

– Agree: The user negotiates a public and common information∆with the signer IDi

whose public key is Pi. The agreed information ∆ is to be attached to the signed
message m for final signature generation.

– Commitment: On input of a random string r, the signer IDi makes a commitment
R and sends it to the user.

– Blind: On input of two random strings a, b and a message m, the user generates a
string h then it is sent to the signer IDi. The value h is used to sign the message m
blindly by IDi.

– Sign: On input of h and di, this algorithm returns σ′, and then delivers σ′ to the
user.

– Unblind: On input of σ′ and blind factors a, b, it returns σ as the unblinded signa-
ture.

– Verify: This algorithm accepts (Ω, σ,m,∆, IDi, Pi) as input and outputs “1” if (m,∆, σ)
is valid against (Ω, IDi, Pi), and “0” otherwise.

4 Security properties of an ID-PBS scheme

The following properties must be satisfied by an ID-PBS scheme.
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– Completeness: The partially blind signature (m,∆, σ) can be verified by anyone. If
Verify(IDi, Pi,∆,m, σ) = 1 holds, then (m,∆, σ) it is correct, otherwise the signa-
ture is incorrect.

Definition 4 If the user and the signer correctly follow the signature generation proto-
col, then the signature scheme is said to complete if, for every n > 0, there exists a k0
such that the signer returns completed and∆, and the user returns (m,∆, σ) that fulfills
Verify(IDi, Pi,∆,m, σ) = 1 with the probability at least (1− 1/kn) for k > k0.

– Partial blindness: In any PBS scheme, one of the important properties is partial blind-
ness, which is defined in terms of the following unlinkability game executed by an algo-
rithm/challenger C and a polynomial time adversary A.

– Setup: C accepts k ∈ Z+ as input and executes this algorithm to calculate Ω and
msk. C sends Ω to A and kept msk away from A.

– Preparation:A selects two different messagesm0 andm1,∆ and an identity IDi,
and delivers them to C.

– Challenge: C takes a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, and asks A to partially sign (mb, ∆)
and (m1−b, ∆). Now, C unblinds both the signatures and returns the signature of
mb to A.

– Response: A returns the guess bit b′. We can say A wins the game if b′ = b holds.

Definition 5 An ID-PBS scheme fulfills the the partial blindness, if for every constant
n > 0, there exists a bound k0, A returns a guess bit b′ such that b′ = b holds with
probability at most (1/2 + 1/kn) for k > k0.

– Unforgeability: In any PBS scheme, unforgeability is an important property which en-
sures that other than the signer anyone cannot produce the valid signature on a message.
To define the unforgeability, we introduced a challenge-response game as described be-
low. This game is simulated by the adversary A and the challenger C. In this game, the
A acts as user and the challenger C acts as signer.

– Setup: C accepts k ∈ Z+ as input and runs the Setup algorithm to compute the
system’s parameter Ω, master secret key msk. The challenger C sends the system’s
parameter Ω to the adversary A.

– Hash queries: A can ask the output of hash function for the selected input.
– Extract queries: A takes an identity IDi and delivers it to C. C then calculates the

private key di by executing Extract algorithm and sends di to A.
– Issues queries:A picks a messagem, an information∆, an identity IDi and public

key Pi of IDi and delivers (IDi, Pi,m,∆) to C. C then computes a signature σ and
delivers it to A.

– Forgery: At the end of this game, A returns (m∗,∆∗, σ∗, ID∗i , P
∗
i ), which must

follow the conditions given below:
• σ∗ must satisfies Verify algorithm.
• A is not allowed to ask the Extract query for the signer ID∗i .
• The tuple (m∗,∆∗, ID∗i , P

∗
i ) has never been submitted for Issue oracle.

Definition 6 An ID-PBS scheme is existential unforgeable in the random oracle model
under the adaptive chosen message and identity attacks if there is no polynomial-time
bounded adversary who can win the above challenge-response game with non-negligible
advantage.
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5 The proposed pairing-free ID-PBS scheme

We motivated from Schnorr’s signature scheme [57] and identity-based pairing-free schemes
proposed in [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], and proposed an efficient and
secure pairing-free ID-PBS scheme using ECC [63], [64], [65]. In our scheme, there are
three entities namely a trusted authority PKG, a signer B and a user C. For any partially
blind signature, B and C must agree on a common information ∆. The PKG is responsible
to generate the system’s parameter Ω and helps the signer B to construct a correct blind
signature σ for C on a message m and a common information ∆. The proposed ID-PBS
scheme includes the following algorithms: Setup, Extract, Issue and verify, as described
below. It may be noted that in our proposed ID-PBS scheme, the user and signer must prove
their witness using zero-knowledge protocol before executing the signature issuing protocol.
The notations employed in our scheme is explained in Table 1.

Table 1 Various notations and their meaning used in the proposed scheme.

Notation Meaning

C/B/M The User (Customer)/Signer (Bank)/Merchant
IDi Identity of the entity i
Fp A prime field of order q
E/Fp Set of elliptic curve points
G Additive cyclic group of elliptic curve points
p k-bit prime number
P Generator of G
x Private key of PKG
Ppub Public key of PKG, where Ppub = xP
(di, Pi) Private/public key of the entity IDi, where Pi = diP
H0, H1 Secure and one-way cryptographic hash functions (e.g., SHA-1)

– Setup: The input of this algorithm is the security parameter k ∈ Z+. It outputs system’s
parameter and PKG’s master key. This phase can be executed by the PKG as follows:

– Select a tuple {Fp, E/Fp, G, P}.
– Choose x ∈R Z∗p and Ppub = xP as the master secret key and public key.
– Selects two hash functions H0 : {0, 1}∗ ×G→ Z∗p and H1 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ ×
G→ Z∗p .

– Disclose Ω = {Fp, E/Fp, G, P, Ppub, H0, H1} as system’s parameter and keep x
secret.

– Extract: It takes (Ω, x) and B’s identity IDB as input. This algorithm returns the
identity-based private key of B. The signer B sends his identity IDB to PKG over a
secure channel and the PKG works as:

– Choose rB ∈R Z∗p and calculates RB = rBP , hB = H0(IDB , RB).
– Compute dB = rB + hBx mod p.

Now, PKG sends (dB , RB) to B using a secure/out-of-band channel. The public key of
B is PB = RB + hBPpub and the private/public key pair (dB , PB) can be checked by
analyzing whether PB = dBP = RB + hBPpub holds. Since we have,
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PB = RB +H0(IDB , RB)Ppub

= rBP +H0(IDB , RB)xP

= (rB +H0(IDB , RB)x)P

= (rB + hBx)P

= dBP (2)

The pair (dB , PB) is valid if the above verification is correct.
– Issue: To get a partially blind signature on a message m from the signer B, the user C

executes this algorithm as follows:
– Agree: Assume that C and B negotiate the common information ∆.
– Commitment: B chooses r ∈R Z∗p , calculates R = rPB and delivers (R,RB) to
C.

– Blind: C picks two blind factors a, b ∈R Z∗p and executes R′ = aR + abP +
ab[RB+H0(IDB , RB)Ppub] = aR+abPB+abP and h = a−1H1(m,R

′,∆)+
b. Then C forwards h to B.

– Sign: B calculates S = (r + h)dB and delivers it to C.
– Unblind: C computes S′ = a(S + b) and outputs (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′) as the final
partially blind signature.

– Verify: To validate the signature (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′) form and∆, the verifier performs:

– Calculate H1(m,R
′,∆).

– Accept (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′) if and only if S′P = R′+H1(m,R

′,∆)[RB+H0(IDB , RB)Ppub],
i.e., S′P = R′ +H1(m,R

′,∆)PB holds.

For further understanding, the proposed scheme is depicted in Fig. 1.

6 Analysis of the proposed ID-PBS scheme

6.1 Security analysis

Theorem 1 The proposed ID-PBS scheme satisfies the property of completeness.

Proof We can justified the correctness of the signature (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′) for the message

m and the common information ∆ from the following derivation:

S′P = a(S + b)P

= aSP + abP

= a(r + h)dBP + abP

= a(r + a−1H1(m,R
′,∆) + b)[rB + hBx] + abP

= ar[rBP + hBxP ] +H1(m,R
′,∆)[rBP + hBxP ] + ab[rBP + hBxP ] + abP

= arPB + abPB +H1(m,R
′,∆)[rBP + hBxP ] + abP

= aR+ abPB + abP +H1(m,R
′,∆)[RB + hBPpub]

= R′ +H1(m,R
′,∆)[RB +H0(IDB , RB)Ppub]

= R′ +H1(m,R
′,∆)PB

This proves our claim.
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User C (m,∆) Signer B (dB, RB, PB,∆)

[ Agree ]

(∆)

[ Commitment ]

Choose r∈RZ
∗
p

Compute R = rPB

(R,RB)

[ Blind ]

Choose two blind factors a, b∈RZ
∗
p

Compute R′ = aR + abPB + abP
and h = a−1H1(m,R′,∆) + b

(h)

[ Sign ]

Compute S = (r + h)dB
(S)

[ Unbind ]

Compute S ′ = a(S + b)
Output the signature (m,∆, RB, R

′, S ′)

Fig. 1 Proposed pairing-free ID-PBS scheme.

Theorem 2 The proposed ID-PBS scheme holds the property of non-deniability.

Proof The proposed ID-PBS scheme is non-deniable that is, if B generates a signature
(m,∆,RB , R

′, S′) for C but, later on he cannot deny the signature generation. Because
the final partially blind signature (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′) is calculated using B’s private key
dB and a common information ∆ agreed by both B and C, where S′ = a(S + b) =
a(r+h)dB + ab. The above equation shows that anyone who does not have the knowledge
about B’s private key dB , cannot generate the signature (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′). In addition,
the verification equation S′P = R′ +H1(m,R

′,∆)[RB +H0(IDB , RB)Ppub] = R′ +
H1(m,R

′,∆)PB ensures thatB’s public key PB must involve in the verification operation.
Thus, B cannot deny the signature generation and accordingly the non-deniability property
is preserved in our ID-PBS scheme.

Theorem 3 The proposed scheme satisfies the partially blindness property.

Proof Let us assume that a probabilistic polynomial-time bounded adversary A acts as the
signer B and (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′) is one of two signatures subsequently transferred to A.
Let (R, h, S) be the data appearing in view of A during one of the executions of the Is-
sue protocol. In order to demonstrate the partial blindness, we analyzed that for given a
signature (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′) and any view (R, h, S) of it, the blind factors α, β ∈R Z∗p
are always unique. Assume that A’s identity is IDB , the corresponding public key is PB

and A acquires the signatures {mb,∆,RB , σb = (R′b, S
′
b)} and {m1−b,∆,RB , σ1−b =
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(R′1−b, S
′
1−b)} when the Issue protocol is executed. Let (Ri, hi, Si) for i = 0, 1 be the

data appeared to A during the executions of Issue protocol. To show the uniqueness of
α, β ∈R Z∗p that maps (Ri, hi, Si) to (R′j , S

′
j) for i, j, b ∈ {0, 1}, consider the following

equations:

R′j = αRi + αβP + αβPB (3)

hi = α−1H1(m,∆,R
′
j) + β (4)

Si = (r + hi)dB (5)

S′j = α(Si + β) (6)

S′jP = R′j +H1(m,∆,R
′
j)PB (7)

From the above, α and β can be computed uniquely from equations (6) and (4) as α =
S′j/(Si + β) and β = (hiS

′
j − SiH1(m,∆,R

′
j))/(H1(m,∆,R

′
j) + S′j), respectively.

Now, we prove that α, β ∈R Z∗p got from (4) and (6) satisfy the equation (7) with the help
of the equation (5). Let a = S′j , c = hi, b = Si = (r + c)dB and d = H1(m,∆,R

′
j).

Therefore, β = ac−bd
a+d and α = a+d

b+c , and we have

R′j +H1(m,∆,R
′
j)PB = αRi + αβP + αβPB +H1(m,∆,R

′
j)PB

=
a+ d

b+ c
rdBP +

a+ d

b+ c

ac− bd
a+ d

P +
a+ d

b+ c

ac− bd
a+ d

dBP + ddBP

=
a+ d

b+ c
rdBP +

ac− bd
b+ c

P +
ac− bd
b+ c

dBP + ddBP

= [
a+ d

b+ c
rdB +

ac− bd
b+ c

+
ac− bd
b+ c

dB + ddB ]P

= [
ardB + drdB + ac− bd+ acdB − bddB + bddB + dcdB

b+ c
]P

= [
ardB + drdB + ac− bd+ acdB + dcdB

b+ c
]P

= [
ardB + drdB + ac− dB(r + c)d+ acdB + dcdB

b+ c
]P

= [
ardB + drdB + ac− drdBr + cddB + acdB + dcdB

dB(r + c) + c
]P

= [
ardB + ac+ acdB
dB(r + c) + c

]P

= [
a(rdB + c+ cdB)

dB(r + c) + c
]P

= [
a(rdB + c+ cdB)

rdB + c+ cdB
]P

= aP

= S′jP [∵ a = S′j ]

where m = m0 or m = m1. Thus, the blinding factors α, β ∈R Z∗p always exist uniquely,
which leads to the same relation as defined in the Issue protocol. Accordingly, an adversary
A returns a guess bit b′ such that b′ = b with probability 1

2 . Thus, the proposed ID-PBS
scheme includes the partially blindness property.
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Theorem 4 In the random oracle model, our ID-PBS scheme is existential unforgeable
against the adaptively chosen message and identity attacks with the infeasibility assump-
tion of ECDLP.

Proof Assume that the proposed ID-PBS scheme can be forged by a polynomial-time bounded
adversary A under the adaptive chosen message and identity attacks, then it is possible to
design a polynomial time algorithm C, which helps A to solve an instance of ECDLP that
is,A outputs a from a random tuple (P,Q = aP ), where a ∈R Z∗p is completely unknown
to the adversary A.

– Setup: C sets PKG’s public key as Ppub = aP . Here, the hash functions Hi (i = 0, 1)
are considered as random oracle. C sets the system’s parameter as Ω = {Fp, E/Fp, G,
P , Ppub = aP , H0, H1} and answers A’s queries in the following way.

– Extract queries: C maintains an initial-empty H0-oracle list Llist
H0 , which includes the

tuples in the form of (IDi, di, Ri, hi). To obtain IDi’s private key,A makes this query
to C, in the following, C looks for IDi in the list Llist

H0 and returns the output to A as
follows:

– If (IDi = IDB), C terminates the protocol.
– If (IDi 6= IDB), C selects ai, bi ∈R Z∗p and sets di = bi, Ri = aiPpub + biP ,

and hi = H0(IDi, Ri) = −ai. It is clear that (di, Ri) satisfies the equation Pi =
diP = Ri + hiPpub. Then C outputs di as the secret key of the user IDi and
incorporates the tuple (IDi, di, Ri, hi) to Llist

H0 and returns di to A.
– Hash queries to H1: C also maintains an initially-empty H1 oracle list Llist

H1 , which
incorporates the tuple like (mi,∆i, R

′
i, hi). Suppose that A makes at most qH1 times

H1 queries. For each H1 query, C checks the list Llist
H1 :

– If the tuple (mi,∆i, R
′
i, hi) is in Llist

H1 , C sets H1(mi,∆i, R
′
i)← hi and returns it

to the adversary A.
– If not, that is H1(mi,∆i, R

′
i) has not been queried to H1-oracle, C selects hi ∈R

Z∗p such that there is no item (·, ·, ·, hi) in Llist
H1 ; C then includes (mi,∆i, R

′
i, hi)

to the list Llist
H1 and returns hi to A.

– Issue queries: In this case, A can make at most qI times Issue queries. For each query
of the form (IDi, Pi,mi,∆i), C does the following:

– Choose S′i, hi ∈R Z∗p .
– Set H1(mi,∆i, R

′
i)← hi and store (mi,∆i, R

′
i, hi) to the list Llist

H1 .
– Compute R′i = S′iP − hiPB .
– Output the signature (mi,∆i, Ri, R

′
i, S
′
i).

– Forgery: At the end of this game, A returns a valid signature (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′). It

follows from the forking lemma [61] that if ε ≥ 10(qI+1)(qI+qH1)/2
k, then C which

can construct two valid signatures (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′) and (m,∆,RB , R

′∗, S′∗) on the
same message m such that R′ = R′∗ but h 6= h∗. Then we can write,

S′P = R′ + h[RB +H0(IDB , RB)Ppub]

= R′ + hPB (8)

S′∗P = R′ + h∗[RB +H0(IDB , RB)Ppub]

= R′ + h∗PB (9)
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Subtracting the Eq. (8) from the Eq. (9) and we have

S′∗P − S′P = R′ + h∗PB −R′ − hPB

= h∗PB − hPB

= (h∗ − h)PB (10)

Let RB = aBPpub + bBP = aBaP + bBP . Therefore, from the Eq. (10), we get

(S′∗ − S′)P = (h∗ − h)[RB + hBaP ]

= (h∗ − h)[aBaP + bBP + hBaP ]

= (h∗ − h)(aB + hB)aP + (h∗ − h)bBP (11)

Now, from the Eq. (11), we can solve

a = [(S′∗ − S′)− (h∗ − h)bB ]/[(h∗ − h)(aB + hB)] (12)

Therefore, A solves a = [(S′∗ − S′)− (h∗ − h)bB ]/[(h∗ − h)(aB + hB)]. According to
the forking lemma, A can solve the ECDLP within the expected time t′ ≤ 120686qH1t/ε.
But the ECDLP is computationally infeasible by any polynomial time-bounded algorithm.
Therefore, based on the intractability assumption of ECDLP, our ID-PBS scheme is provably
secure in the random oracle against the adaptive chosen message and identity attacks.

6.2 Efficiency analysis

In this section, we estimated the computation costs of our ID-PBS scheme and compared it
with other related schemes. Since the proposed scheme incorporates the merits of IBC and
ECC, so the cost of public key and certificate is removed. In addition, our scheme is free
from two time-consuming cryptographic operations, namely bilinear pairing and MTP hash
function. For efficiency analysis of our scheme, we used the time complexity notations [45],
[46], [47], [55], [56] defined in Table 2.

Table 2 Definition and conversion of various operation units

Notations Meaning

TML Time required for a modular multiplication operation
TEX Time required for a modular exponentiation operation, TEX ≈ 240TML

TEM Time required for a elliptic curve point multiplication operation, TEM ≈ 29TML

TBP Time required for a bilinear pairing operation, TBP ≈ 3TEM ≈ 87TML

TPX Time required for a pairing-based exponentiation operation, TPX ≈ 43.5TML

TEA Time required for an addition operation of two elliptic curve points, TEA ≈ 0.12TML

TMTP Time required for a map-to-point function, TMTP ≈ TEM ≈ 29TML

TIN Time required for a modular inversion operation, TIN ≈ 11.6TML

TH Time required for a simple hash function, which is negligible

The proposed scheme executes four TML, one TEA and one TIN for Issue protocol
and two TML and one TEA for signature verification. Thus, the proposed scheme needs
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Table 3 Comparison of computation efficiency

Schemes Computation Cost Total Computation Cost

Issue phase Verification phase

Ref. [4] 5TML + TEA + TMTP + TIN TML + TEA + TMTP + 2TBP 6TML + 2TEA + 2TMTP + TIN + 2TBP ≈ 417TML

Ref. [8] 6TML + 5TEA + 2TBP + TMTP + 2TPX 3TBP + TPX 6TML + 5TEA + TMTP + 5TBP + 3TPX ≈ 769TML

Ref. [34] 7TEX 4TEX 11TEX ≈ 2640TML

Ref. [36] 4TML + 3TEA + TMTP + TIN TML + TEA + TMTP + 2TBP 5TML + 4TEA + 2TMTP + TIN + 2TBP ≈ 389TML

Ref. [38] 4TML + 4TEA + TMTP 2TML + TEA + 2TBP 6TML + 5TEA + TMTP + 2TBP ≈ 377TML

Ref. [62] 5TEX TEX + TBP 6TEX + 2TBP ≈ 1614TML

Proposed 4TML + TEA + TIN 2TML + TEA 6TML + 2TEA + TIN ≈ 185TML

(6TML + 2TEA + TIN ) ≈ 185TML time totally. Now we conducted a comparative study
of the proposed scheme with the scheme in [4], [8], [34], [36], [38], [62] and summarizes
the results in Table 3. According to the Table 3, we can argue that our ID-PBS scheme is
more efficient than the scheme in [4], [8], [34], [36], [38], [62].

7 Application of the proposed ID-PBS scheme

The partial blind signatures play the central role in cryptographic protocols to provide the
anonymity of users in e-cash system. It allows the signer to explicitly include common in-
formation in the blind signature under some agreement with the user but, the signer learns
neither the message nor the resulting signature. Several partial blind signatures have been
found in the open literature but, all of them can be realized either using PKI or by bilinear
pairings with a MTP hash function. Thus, ID-PBS is useful in e-cash system since no pub-
lic key certificate management is needed but, the computation cost is still high due to the
involvement of bilinear pairings and MTP hash function. To achieve the desired level of se-
curity and computation efficiency, we proposed an online e-cash scheme using the proposed
ID-PBS scheme that is free from bilinear pairings and MTP hash function, in this section.

7.1 Descriptions

Nowadays the electronic commerce (e-commerce) becomes popular due to its many appli-
cations such as electronic payment, electronic funds transfer, financial electronic data ex-
change, etc. Here we proposed an anonymous online e-cash system based on the proposed
ID-PBS scheme. The proposed online e-cash system consists of four entities: (1) a trusted
third party, called PKG, (2) the bank (B), (3) the customer (C) and (4) the Merchant (M )
and five phases: (1) Setup phase (2) Bank registration phase (3) Opening an account phase
(4) Withdrawal phase and (5) Payment-deposit phase. We assume that, before initiating a
withdrawal phase of e-cash, C and the bank B prove their witness in an interactive manner
by means of zero-knowledge proof protocol. With this protocol, C can prove the fact to B
that he knows B’s secret dB without revealing it. The PKG is responsible to generate the
system’s parameter Ω and helps the bank B to issue an e-cash for the customer C. In an
e-cash life cycle, B first registers to PKG for the private key. To obtain an e-cash, C opens
an account to B. Then, C performs a payment protocol for purchasing some goods from M
by using the e-cash that has not been spent previously. On receiving the e-cash, M sends
it to B and the bank transfer the corresponding money to M ’s account provided that the
e-cash is valid and fresh. The data flow occurs in an online e-cash system is outlined in Fig.
2.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Customer (C) Bank (B) Merchant (M)

1. Negotiation for common information. 2. Send e-cash to C. 3. Submit the e-cash to M.

4. Submit the e-cash to B. 5. Valid/Invalid message to M. 6. Valid/Invalid message to C.

Fig. 2 Overview of the proposed online e-cash system.

7.1.1 Setup phase

In this phase, PKG accepts the security parameter k ∈ Z+ as input and outputs (x, Ppub,
Ω), where x ∈R Z∗p is the master secret key and Ppub = xP is the master public key of the
PKG, and Ω = {Fp, E/Fp, G, P, Ppub, H0, H1} is the system’s parameter. Here H0, H1

are the general cryptographic hash functions.

7.1.2 Bank registration phase

In this phase, the bank B with identity IDB registers to PKG for the identity-based pri-
vate/public key pair. The bank B sends his identity IDB to PKG, then PKG chooses a
number rB ∈R Z∗p , computes RB = rBP , hB = H0(IDB , RB) and the private key
dB = rB + hBx, and then sends (dB , RB) securely to B. Therefore, (dB , PB) is the
private/public key pair of B, where PB = RB + hBPpub.

7.1.3 Opening an account phase

This phase is executed between B (bank) and C (customer) when the customer wants to
purchase some goods or needs some service from B for which he has to pay some money
through the Internet, he will go to the bank to apply for opening an account in advance.
For this, C sends the opening account application with some information such as passport
number, billing information, etc. from which B can uniquely identify C. The bank B iden-
tifies C based on the supplied information and then opens an account ACCC against the
customer C.
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7.1.4 Withdrawal phase

In this phase, if C wants to withdraw an e-cash with face value v from B, he then sends
his account information ACCC to B. Then B checks whether ACCC is valid. If it is, B is
ready to withdraw an e-cash for C with the face value v. Before issuing an e-cash, both B
and C negotiate a common agreed information ∆. Then C selects a message m and blinds
it and then submits the blinded message to B. Then B blindly sign the received blinded
message using explicit common information ∆ that includes the face value v and other
information agreed by both parties, like expiry date of the e-cash to be issued. On receiving
the blind signature, C will unblind it and calculate a final signature on m including v. The
final signature is accept as the e-cash for the face value v. The description of withdrawal
phase is given below.

– C and B negotiate a common information ∆. The face value v is now attached to the
common information ∆.

– B chooses r ∈R Z∗p , calculates R = rPB and delivers (R,RB) to C.
– On receiving (R,RB), C chooses a message m, two blind factors a, b ∈R Z∗p and

executes h = a−1H1(m,∆,R
′) + b, where PB = RB + hBPpub = dBP and R′ =

aR+ abP + abPB , and C then sends h to B.
– Upon receiving h, B calculates S = (r + h)dB and forwards it to C.
– Then C computes S′ = a(S + b) and outputs the e-cash (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′).

Further, we illustrated the e-cash withdrawal phase in Fig. 3.
———————————————————————-

Customer (C) Bank (B)

Choose a, b∈RZ
∗
p

R′ = aR + abPB + abP

and
h = a−1H1(m,R′,∆) + b

Compute S ′ = a(S + b)

Output the e-cash
(m,∆, RB , R

′, S′)

(∆)

(R,RB)

(h)

(S)

Choose r∈RZ
∗
p

Compute R = rPB

Compute S = (r + h)dB

Fig. 3 Proposed withdrawal phase.

7.1.5 Payment-deposit phase

When C wants to purchase some goods, he sends an e-cash (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′) to the mer-

chantM . After receiving (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′),M first verifies whether it is correct by check-

ing it againstB’s public keyPB . If (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′) is valid,M interacts withB to check
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the double-spending of it, otherwise sends an error message to C. To prevent the double-
spending of (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′),B searches his own database (where the information about
the previously spent e-cashes is stored) thatm does not exist there. If (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′) is
correct against above two verifications, B increase M ’s account by the amount v. Now, we
describe the payment-deposit phase below.

– C sends the e-cash (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′) to M .

– ThenM checks the validity of received e-cash (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′) by verifying whether

the equation S′P = R′ + h[RB +H0(IDB , RB)Ppub] = R′ + hPB holds.
– If it does not hold, M rejects the process, otherwise, sends the e-cash (m, ∆, RB , R′,
S′) with his account information to the bank B.

– Then B checks the validity of (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′) by executing the above said equation

and compare it with the list stored on his database to identify double-spending of the
received e-cash (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′). If (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′) is fresh, B credits M ’s ac-

count by an amount v and sends a validity message toM . Otherwise,B sends a message
that indicates that the received e-cash (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′) is invalid.
– Depending on the result of above step, M sends Valid/Invalid message to C.

It is to be noted that, in the proposed system, B’s does not required huge storage space to
maintain the database. Since the face value v, expiry date and time, etc. are included in the
common information ∆, so B will not store the information about all e-cashes those have
been spent previously. The bank’s database contains the information about those e-cashes
which are valid with respect to expiry date and time. If B finds any expired e-cash in its
database, he/she simply removes the e-cash from the database. The payment-deposit phase
is depicted in Fig. 4.

Customer (C) Merchant (M) Bank (B)

e-cash (m,∆, RB, R
′, S ′)

Invalid

Verify (m,∆, RB, R
′, S ′)

If (m,∆, RB, R
′, S ′) is incorrect

e-cash (m,∆, RB, R
′, S ′)

Valid/Invalid

Valid/Invalid

Verify
(m,∆, RB, R

′, S ′)
and detect double
spending

Fig. 4 Proposed payment-deposit phase.

7.2 Analysis of the proposed online e-cash system

Here, we demonstrate the proposed system provides a secure and computation efficient on-
line e-cash system. The proposed scheme includes all the related security of an online e-cash
systems.
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7.3 Anonymity

In a simple e-cash system, anonymity is the basic requirement which ensures that, when
a customer C draws an e-cash from the bank B and spent it to the merchant M , how-
ever, B and M couldn’t be able to trace C from the previously spent e-cash. The pro-
posed online e-cash system scheme supports anonymity of the customer through the use of
PBS scheme. The inherent unlinkability of PBS scheme ensures none can determine that
the two payments are executed by the same customer. The theorem 3 shows that the e-
cash is unlinkable, the bank B wouldn’t know anything about C except the face value v
of e-cash (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′), since B would have the record message m of the e-cash
(m,∆,RB , R

′, S′). However, B cannot find any link with blinded message he signs and
the issued e-cash (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′). Because the blind factors a, b are used to blind the
message m and these are unknown to B. Thus, the proposed online e-cash system provides
the security of the customer anonymity.

7.4 Non-deniability

The non-deniability is also an important property in an e-cash system. This property states
that, once B issues an e-cash (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′) for C, the bank B later on cannot deny
the e-cash generation against the customer C. In the proposed e-cash system, B computes
S = (r + h)dB and C unblinds it as S′ = a(S + b). Since, the e-cash (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′)
is a PBS scheme, which is calculated using the private key dB of B and a shared infor-
mation ∆, and B’s public key is required in the final verification equation S′P = R′ +
h[RB +H0(IDB , RB)Ppub] = R′ + hPB . Therefore, a valid e-cash (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′)
can be computed by the bank B only, none can generate it without knowing B’s private key
dB . Otherwise, the above verification equation wouldn’t be satisfied. Therefore, B cannot
repudiate the valid e-cash generation on the message m.

7.5 Double-spending detection

In our proposed system, B can easily detect any doubly spent e-cash, which is a great con-
cern in any e-cash system, using the parameters of that e-cash. On receiving an e-cash
(m,∆,RB , R

′, S′), B checks the local database (which contains information about pre-
viously spent e-cashes) to see whether m, ∆, RB , R′ and S′ are unique. If so, the e-cash
(m,∆,RB , R

′, S′) is fresh, otherwise it is spent doubly.

7.6 Unforgeability

An online e-cash system is unforgeable, if and only if except B, anyone cannot generate the
e-cash (m,∆,RB , R

′, S′). The theorem 4 ensure that e-cash (m,∆,RB , R
′, S′) generated

by our ID-PBS scheme is unforgeable in the random oracle model. Therefore, unforgeability
property is preserved in our e-cash system.
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8 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an ID-PBS scheme over elliptic curve group. The scheme is com-
putation efficient compared with other related schemes as it has been implemented without
bilinear pairings. We prove that our signature scheme is secured against adaptively cho-
sen message and identity attacks based on the difficulties of ECDLP in the random oracle
model. Based on our ID-PBS scheme, we design an efficient and secure online e-cash system
which satisfies all the necessary security requirements such as unforgeability, anonymity,
non-deniability and detection of double-spending of e-cashes. Finally, the proposed online
e-cash system has several advantages that suit for real-life applications.
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